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Examples: Political Cartoons

On this page you will find examples for Political Cartoons. If you are dealing with a comic stripe, you
can learn more on how to describe that kind of image at Comics and Graphic Novels.

Remember these are examples only. Always follow the general guidelines and the
other documentation on the image wiki as needed. Context will always influence how
you describe something.

If you have any questions, post your question on the Alt-Text Q&A

For political cartoons, be objective, stick to the facts, and remember details matter and there is a lot
of visual language in these types of images.

[Alt-text] A political cartoon of Sir John underneath a large round weight. He holds it up with both of
his hands with a deep frown. He has a light skin tone, a long hooked nose, and long black hair pulled
back into a low short ponytail. He wears a dark coloured suit. The weight has words written on it that
read: “Trench disapproval of Riel’s execution”. A single rope is tied around the center of the weight
and hangs down the far side. A large hand with a suit sleeve reaches from behind the weight with a
pair of scissors to cut it. Text along the sleeve reads: “French Vote”.

Return to Medium Example page

Return to Examples main page

Return to Images main page
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